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DISCLAIMER
Though we have made
forward looking
statements in our white
paper, all statements in
our white paper are based
on publicly mentioned
historical data. We are
making no futuristic
statements as nothing in
this white paper is meant
to convene an offer any
securities or any
investments. 

STYLEOCOIN
This White paper contains forward-looking statements
that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. All
statements, other than statements of historical facts,
included in this White paper regarding our strategy,
future operations, regulatory process, future financial
position, future revenue, projected costs, prospects,
plans, strategic relationships, joint venture
relationships, objectives of management and expected
market growth are forward- looking statements.
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1- BLOCKCHAIN & BITCOIN
The biggest achievement of the last century was the
arrival of the internet. It converted regular economies to
a shared global economy. Classic example Uber,
amazon, eBay, Airbnb and more. As we moved into the
new millennium, emerged the rise of a new generation
of Internet based technology known as the Blockchain.
Today, the blockchain has become a super phenomenon
mainly because of its
iron strong decentralized digital coding system. This
popular phenomenon is now setting the tone for the
digital financial culture and traditions for the next 100
years. But the Blockchain only gained popularity in 2009
by building its own currency by the name of Bitcoin. 

2- SMART TOKENS 
Smart Tokens based on multiple blockchain solutions
will be the undisputed next generation of the World
Wide Web. Why? Because this technology is going to
touch all our lives in the future individually and
business wise. Think about it. All currencies at the
moment are backed by Governments. But is there any
currency module which is truly decentralized and
global? Or at least has the potential to become
replacement to the existing physical currencies? Yes,
there is. And it's called smart tokens or in a
layman’s term “digital Currency.



With further capitalization of the Binance Smart-chain, the
need for smart contracts and smart tokens has arisen for
multiple service sectors. The BUGX is being launched to
align itself with the growing market of users of the Digital
Coins and Tokens. STYLEOCOIN will target the hospitality,
travel and tourism industry, Pay bills, use as a payment
gateway to make smart contracts and smart agreements
running on multiple blockchain ecosystem. 
So, what are smart tokens? Smart tokens are based on the
revolutionary smart chain that enable to settle contracts
and send payments over the internet with fixed rules and
without a third party. Smart chain based Smart tokens are
issued to users to help facilitate transactions against
services & products.
              The STYLEOCOIN will be built on the Binance Smart-
chain. Like the Binance and Bitcoin, STYLEOCOIN also aims
to facilitate services between people and establishments
without the presence of any intermediary, and in an
extremely cost-effective manner. 
If you still don't understand what smart tokens are? Don’t
worry. No one understood the internet when it was
launched in the 90s. Lot of innovation around internet
happened before people started to actually understand
what it was. Look where we are now. The same type of
innovation is happening again with the digital currencies.
Internet changed the ways of communications.
 
“The digital currency is going to change the ways of the
money."

3- WHAT IS STYLEOCOIN ?
"IMAGINE IF IT TOOK 3.8 SECONDS TO SETTLE A DIGITAL TRANSACTION.”



5- TOP 5 STYLEOCOIN GOALS 

4- STYLEOCOIN MISSION
STATEMENT IS AS FOLLOWS 

1- To saturate our 30 CR supply to achieve scarcity
and increase demand. 
2- Extend global reach. 
3- Connect with a diverse range of channel
partners.
4- Steady Profit to stakeholders.
5- Share prosperity and help flourish the digital
Community. 

As we progress our mission, the STYLEOCOIN will
gain wider and wider attention to become one of the
most valuable tokens in the digital eco-system. Our
channel partners will be at the forefront of our smart
token business model. Additionally, the good news is
that we are launching on the Binance Smart-chain.
The Binance Smart Chain by default optimized for
ultra-fast internet movement. It’s also our mission to
become a widely used smart token on the Binance
Ecosystem and other blockchain platforms, DApps
etc. 

So while we are seeking capital recognition of
our brilliant smart token here are our goals:



By buying in STYLEOCOIN , you do not only get a smart
digital currency but you have also unintentionally or
intentionally become a part of something great. That
some- thing great is the new economic boom of the
digital smart token network on the blockchain
ecosystem, interacting with various business, commerce
and finance globally. Unlike most physical currencies, the
digital-currency is issued according to fixed rules. The
real idea behind STYLEOCOIN was to create a digital
currency whose value couldn't be monopolized or
controlled by any central authority. How great is that.
The sooner this rationalization hits the public, the
quicker they will draw to use the STYLEOCOIN against
various network of services. And as they continue to use
our smart tokens, they will reap direct benefits
without sharing with any intermediaries. And this is the
real value of the STYLEOCOIN.

7- STYLEOCOIN IS “SAFE”

“Our vision is to establish STYLEOCOIN as the go to
currency of the existing users of the current financial
system to convert them to blockchain based digital
financial smart solutions.” 
Blockchain based digital currency and smart tokens
are the most evolving technology in the planet. It is
so interesting that its phenomenon is picking up
extremely loyal users as friends all around the world
on a daily basis.

6- STYLEOCOIN VISIONARY
STATEMENT



So, what really makes the STYLEOCOIN attractive
to its users? Well, firstly being on blockchain, it is
not linked to any central authority, thus driving
cost effectiveness. Secondly, it’s on the successful
Binance smart chain, effectively adding value to
millions of Binance Exchange users. Thirdly it’s on
the defy platform and lastly the STYLEOCOIN is a
digitally signed stamped Smart Token. It is
following a multi prong launch broadcast strategy
to be put out in the world with lots of noise. 

9- WHAT VALUE DOES THE
STYLEOCOIN HOLD?

Because like everything else, even assets are
becoming smarter. To give you an example think
of assets in the form of art, music, intellectual
property, loyalty points, carbon credits, coupons
etc. Most of these are already digitalized but with a
centralized mechanism and without blockchain.
Imagine if all of the above functioned as digital
assets but in decentralized blockchain platform.
Similarly, when we look into the future of smart
devices, global data states:

8- SO WHY WOULD PEOPLE
USE STYLEOCOIN?



11- SECURITY
Staking STYLEOCOIN directly contributes to
STYLEOCOIN Chain security. As more
STYLEOCOIN holders choose to stake their
tokens across a diverse range of validators in the
network and the total amount of stake on the
network increases, it becomes increasingly
difficult for a coordinated attack to influence a
consensus decision.

12- STYLEOCOIN WILL
WORK ON?

1- METAMASK
2- WEB3
3- TRUST WALLET
4- PANCAKESWAP

1- You just invested in something great.
2- You got digital currency in return. 
3- You got the first movers’ advantage & you are
way ahead of anyone. 
4- Our smart tokens will be redeemable with
incentives. Additionally, you will save money on
transaction fees. 
5- Last but not the least, you became a part of
the digital economic boom.

10- TOP 5 REASONS TO OWN
STYLEOCOIN



13- STYLEOCOIN USES
Gaming
Utility bill
E commerce
P2p exchange



The world we are heading into conducts electronic
transaction and payment verifications without the
need of a trusted third party. There is a dramatic
cross-border payment gap with services available
today. The needs of the growing markets offer a lot
of room for financial institutions to grow their
bottom line. This goes against the principles of
sharing of wealth through prosperity. 
However, this problem will easily be solved as
mainstream acceptance of digital currency & smart
tokens is picking up quickly and not news anymore.
Businesses are converting faster with an
unmeasurable velocity of speed. As the frequency
of the user experience increases the success
chances of this token exponentially increase. 
So now that the central authorities have
competition. What can they do? Can they stop this
revolution? They cannot. The only thing they can do
is to compete with it. But guess who will eventually
win this race. The centralization authority who
wants to control its people or the people who are
seeking decentralization. Let's leave this
unanswered for the moment. But you will know
soon enough.

14- SMART TOKEN VS
CORRESPONDENT
BANKING 



15- ALLOCATION OF
STYLEOCOIN
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16- BURNING



17- STYLEOCOIN ROADMAP
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P2P EXCHANGE
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The number of businesses accepting smart
currency are quadrupling. Markets are agreeing
to accept digital currency. Early adopters of
utilities and owner of this digital cash revolution
are likely to reap profits galore. STYLEOCOIN fill
the missing puzzle in the blockchain ecosystem. 
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